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1 In declarative modeling, the word `scenea is commonly used
as `geometric model of the scenea without making assumption
about the hardware con"guration, the viewpoint, etc.
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Abstract

The aim of this paper is to provide a new model of fuzzy or vague properties according to linguistic notions within the
scope of declarative modeling and constraint satisfaction problems (CSPs). Some generic modi"ers and generic fuzzy
operators are applied on these properties. This model allows us to build a CSP according a pseudo-natural scene
description. Solving this CSP provides possible scenes. Moreover, we propose a linguistic interpretation of negative
properties instead of the classical logical negation. This negation process selects plausible properties as linguistic
negation. Then, it sorts them to provide "rst the ones that have the best chance to be selected by the user. ( 2000
Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The aim of Declarative Modeling in image synthesis
[1}3], also called Generative Computer Aided Design
[4], Cooperative Computer Aided Design [5], Interac-
tive 3-D Computer Graphics [6] or Scene Description
[7], is to provide high-level tools to help a designer to
design a scene.1 Declarative Modeling allows the de-
signer to create his scene just giving a set of properties.
The modeler is in charge of exploring the universe of
scenes to select the ones that respect the description. The
designer has only to choose his favorite scene using
appropriate tools. Therefore, the building process is com-
posed of three steps:

f a high level scene description, with the appropriate
media, without considering any basic geometric primi-
tive or any elementary value;

f an exhaustive scene generation;

f an insight of the solution set using high level under-
standing tools, i.e. based not only on the knowledge of
the scene solution but also on properties of the de-
scription and properties deduced during the genera-
tion.

If the designer does not "nd a solution that suits him,
he can change the description and generate a new set of
solutions. Consequently, the work done by a declarative
modeler is more important than the one done by a tradi-
tional one. So, the designer can restrict his work to
higher-level tasks. The aim of Declarative Modeling is
not necessarily to provide directly the designer the solu-
tion he/she wants but to help him/her in the design
process. Solutions the designer study help him/her to
re"ne his/her mental representation of the scene. There-
fore, Declarative Modeling enriches the design process
by proposing solutions the designer did not plan. These
solutions can be considered as drafts of the "nal one.
Finally, he/she can use a classical modeler to adjust
a good solution. Ref. [3] gives precisions about possible
working modes with a Declarative Modeler.

The scene description process is based on several types
of media. The most current one is the classical computer
dialog using dialog boxes, text "elds, radio or check
buttons, etc. But a description can also be provided to the
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2This very simple `rectangular zone declarative modelera will
be called the `RZ-modelera in future examples.

3The word ontology means the study of existence in philos-
ophy, but in arti"cial intelligence it usually means the set of most
primitive terms or concepts that canonically describe some par-
ticular class of concepts like geometric shape, topology, visual
sensations, etc.

modeler through the use of natural language (writing or
talking), sketches, gestures, etc.

The scene generation process is more or less declar-
ative. It can be:

f a reverse function [4,8,9];
f a database exploration [6,10,11];
f an exploration tree in `GENWINa [12] and `Mega-

Formesa [13];
f an inference engine using rules and facts in `Poly-

Formesa [14];
f a constraint based system using:
f C Snyder's interval analysis [15] in `VoluFormesa

[16] and `SKETCHa [17],
f C interval constraint programming [18] in `Virtual

Cameramana [19],
f C Allen's relations on temporal intervals [20] in an

architecture project [21],
f C constraint satisfaction techniques [22] in

`BatiMana [23].

The insight of the solutions concerns as well one solu-
tion (calculating the best view point in a 3D scene, the
best visualization model, etc.) as the set of solutions itself
(high-level classi"cation tools, etc.).

In such systems, the main notion is the description. It
allows the designer to describe the desired scene through
high-level properties without considering any building
detail (geometric primitives, precise values or intervals,
etc.). Therefore, the description is considered as a set
of properties describing the main outlines or features of
a scene. The description is used by the generation process
to build the corresponding solutions and by understand-
ing tools to highlight solutions.

The formalization of properties used in building a de-
scription is fundamental for a powerful interpretation. In
common applications (based on imperative modeling),
the scene is often described by giving or selecting values
using menus, dialogs, etc.

Example 1. For instance, let us suppose that the designer
wishes to create a rectangular zone with `a rather
important front width and a weak surfacea. With
a classical modeler the designer has to use the function
`setRectangle (x, y, w, h)a and to value all parameters:
`setRectangle (10, 20, 30, 25)a even if the position of this
zone does not matter. Moreover he/she must use a calcu-
lator to validate this solution. If this solution does not
suit him/her, the designer has to `playa with parameters
and the calculator to "nd a good one.

But this type of man}computer dialogue is not always
understandable [24]. To describe a scene, words and
sentences are sometimes the only way to express what the
designer wants to see. The major reason is the vagueness
of natural languages.

Example 2. With a declarative modeler, the designer says
`The surface is weak. The front width is rather
importanta and the modeler generates a set of valid
solutions by automatically computing values for para-
meters.2 The designer has only to select the one he/she
prefers.

But, in common Declarative Modelers [16,25], prop-
erties associated with each modi"ed words are often
classical disjoint intervals. For us, this model (which is
not based on linguistic studies) does not correspond to
the human thinking and to the natural language. For
example, an `important widtha is also a `rather important
widtha but not at the same level. Moreover, it seems to us
that it would be easier to declare a few basic properties
and to build the other with generic modi"ers. Modi"er
parameters could be adapted to the user's pro"le.

In this paper, properties are de"ned with vague or
imprecise linguistic terms expressed in pseudo-natural
language sentences. Therefore, we propose a new model
using basic properties modi"ed by generic operators and
deals with imprecise or vague properties based on cur-
rent formalizations [7,16,25] and Zadeh's fuzzy sets [26].
This model allows us to improve the man}computer
dialogue using qualitative and quantitative properties
formulated with a more natural language. It also allows
us to manage negative properties using linguistic studies
instead of the logical negation usually used in Fuzzy
Logic and Declarative Modeling. This process will try to
"nd an implicit a$rmative property equivalent to the
negative one.

To propose such a model, a proper classi"cation of
properties is needed to make an inventory of all possible
properties. We can "nd some semantic taxonomies (on-
tology-based approach3) on particular "elds of know-
ledge, like taxonomies of spatial relations [6,16,21,27],
but not for all ones used in scene description. In [28], we
suggest a syntactic classi"cation of these properties in
Declarative Modeling considering semantics of proper-
ties as an application dependent problem. The major
ones are: predicate properties, relative properties and con-
nected properties.

The aim of this paper is to present this model and the
negation's management within the scope of a constraint
satisfaction problem solver for the scene generation step.
So, we successively present in this paper a short introduc-
tion to constraint satisfaction problems (Section 2) and,
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4The Java Constraint Library (JCL) is a Java library that can
be used as well in Java enabled browsers as in standalone Java
applications. JCL was developed in the Arti"cial Intelligence
laboratory at the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology in
Lausanne by E. Bruchez & M. Torrens in 1996.

5This notation is equivalent to: MMin,Min#unit,
Min#2*unit,2, MaxN

6This generating/non-generating classi"cation can be di!er-
ent. One can select `surfacea and `deptha as generating concepts
and `front widtha as non-generating concept, etc.

an overview of basic notions of our model and the "rst
properties we studied called elementary properties (Sec-
tion 3). Then, we propose new models of properties we
take into account: relative properties (Section 3) and
connected properties (Section 4 ). We also present our
solution to manage negative properties and new linguis-
tic elements to improve this process (Section 5). Finally,
before concluding, we describe a brief application
(Section 6).

2. Constraint satisfaction problems

Constraint Satisfaction Techniques have been used
several times in computer graphics, especially in geo-
metric modeling [29]. A "nite Constraint Satisfaction
Problem (CSP) is de"ned by P"(X,D,C), where
X"MX

1
,2, X

n
N is a set of variables, D"MD

1
,2,D

n
N

a set of "nite domains associated with variables and C"

MC
1
,2,C

m
N a set of constraints [22]. A constraint can be:

f a set of tuples of domain's value witch are authorized
for some variables;

f a function witch associates each authorized value of
domains.

Solving a CSP means to "nd value assignments to
variables subject to constraints. CSP solvers are already
used in Declarative Modeling for the scene generation
step [23]. The aim of this paper is not to study CSP and
solvers. Conversely, we propose a model that allows the
modeler to build the CSP according to di!erent proper-
ties of the description, that is to create: the set of vari-
ables, the set of associated domains and the set of
constraints. Then we study the syntactic shape of possible
properties and the process to deduce variables, domains
and constraints. This CSP is a theoretical model and
does not imply a speci"c CSP solver. However, this
solver has to be able to provide all solutions. For in-
stance, to provide our "nal example (Section 6) we used
the Java Constraint Library.4 Now, we will study each
type of properties and the associated CSP in#uence.

3. E-properties and basic notions

3.1. Dexnition

Among all types of properties, the simplest property of
a description is called elementary property (e-property)

(also called predicate properties in [28]). This property is
built as `C

i
of x is fambPik

a where C
i
is a concept, x an

object that the property deals with, fa a fuzzy operator,
mb a fuzzy modixer and P

ik
a basic property.

Example 3. &&The surface of c is more or less weak.
The front width of c is rather important'' are e-prop-
erties. `Surfacea and `fronta are concepts. `ca is the
object the designer describe. `Rathera is a fuzzy modi"er.
`More or lessa is a fuzzy operator. `Weaka and `impor-
tanta are basic properties.

Basic notions of concept, operators and e-properties
are studied in [30,31]. We are going to present a short
overview of them.

3.2. Concepts, domains and basic properties

A concept is a main outline, a feature of a scene. Note
that in the scene generation step, concepts are not used in
the same way. Some of them are used to build the scene.
We call them generating concepts. The others are called
non-generating concepts. They are redundant with one or
more generating concepts. However, the designer can
describe them.

A description domain (a domain) is the set of all numer-
ical or symbolic values of the concept. A domain is
associated with each concept C

i
and is denoted D

i
. D

i
is

often a "nite set denoted M<
1
,<

2
,2,<

n
N where <

i
is

a numeric or a symbolic value. For numerical values,
D

i
is usually de"ned as an interval of values denoted

[Min2Max]
unit

.5
For a given scene, the current domain's value of a con-

cept C
i
(often a non-generating one) can be calculated by

a concept dependent function m
i
called the measure.

Example 4. For instance, let us take our RZ-modeler.
Three concepts can be used: the `front widtha (with
a domain [10..40]

1
), the `deptha (with a domain

[20..60]
1
) and the `surfacea (with a domain

[200..2400]
1
). The `surfacea is a non-generating con-

cept.6 It can be calculated using the two generating
concepts `front widtha and `deptha. So, its measure is:

m
Surface

"Front=idth*Depth.

A set P
i
of basic properties is also associated with each

concept C
i
. A basic property P

ik
in P

i
is a fuzzy subset of

D
i
. Then P

ik
is de"ned with a membership function that

gives the membership degree to P
ik

for each value of D
i
. If
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Fig. 1. Basic properties of a concept.

Fig. 2. Sets of (A) fuzzy modi"ers and (B) fuzzy operators

7This set can be extended to M
9

adding the operators `very
very littlea between `extremely littlea and `very littlea, and, `very
verya between `verya and `extremelya.

8Details of the application of these operators are given in
[30]. In this paper, we only give the application principle.

the property is a fuzzy interval, its function can be a LR-
function (Fig. 1A) which is de"ned by two functions R(x)
and ¸(x) (linear functions to make `trapezoidal LR-
functiona [32]) and a quadruplet Sa, a, b,bT where [a..b]
is the set of all values with a maximum membership
degree (called the kernel) and [a!a..b#b] the set of all
values with a membership degree greater than 0 (called
the support set). Properties of Fig. 1B are also de"ned by
LR-functions.

P
i
is often composed of three basic properties accord-

ing to the standard model M**weak++, **medium++, **impor-
tant++N (Fig. 1B).

From a linguistic point of view, this concept notion
can be associated to the semantic category notion
[33}36]. Semantic categories (concepts) are based on
a maximal category composed of six semantic units (basic
properties):

f two unconnected terms, I (positive) and F (negative),
associated to two separate qualities;

f one neutral term M giving the absence of I and F (this
category is not applied);

f one complex term C, which covers I and F, only
indicating that the category is applied;

f two terms IM and FM equivalent to C but that em-
phasize either I or F.

All categories are built as subsets of the maximal one.
The only constraint concerns a symmetry for the signed
elements of a category (I, F, IM and IF). This study
linguistically validates a concept with three basic proper-
ties in the P

i
set. In this paper, we use the three basic

properties (Fig. 1): `weaka (negative), `mediuma (neutral)
and `importanta (positive).

Basic properties of a concept are modi"ed by fuzzy
modi"ers and fuzzy operators. These two types of oper-
ators are generic: they are not de"ned for a particular
concept or the basic property they are applied on.

3.3. Operators

Fuzzy modi"ers are numerous. We can select a
"nite set with a global order relation denoted:
M

P
"Mmc D c3[1..P]N with ma)mbQa)b. For in-

stance, we can select this following set of modi"ers
M

7
"M**extremely little++, **very little++, **rather little++,

0, **rather++, **very++, **extremely++N.7 A fuzzy modi"er
ma is signed, i.e. sign(ma )(0 if ma(**0++ else
sign(ma )'0. They transform the membership function of
P
ik

by using a translation and a contraction function.
Fig. 2A shows modi"cations that occur applying all fuzzy
modi"ers of M

7
on the basic property `importanta.

In the same way, as fuzzy operators are also numerous,
we can select a "nite set with a global order relation
denoted: F

Q
"Mfc D c3[1..Q]N with fa)fbQa)b. For

instance, we can select this following set of operators
F
6
"M**exactly++, **really++, **0

f
++, `neighboringa, `more

or lessa, `vaguelyaN. These operators change the member-
ship function of **m bPik

++ by using an expansion or
a contraction function. Fig. 2B shows the in#uence of
fuzzy operators on the basic property `importanta.

In order to simplify, when the concept of P
ik

is unam-
biguous, the e-property can be denoted as `x is fambPik

a.
For instance, `The lightness of the object is really
very weaka can be written as `The object is really very
darka (`darka , `weaka) where `Lightnessa is the con-
cept, `reallya is the fuzzy operator, `verya is the modi"er
and `darka (`weaka) is the basic property.

In fuzzy logic, all linguistic words are associated to
a fuzzy set. The designer has to describe the membership
function for each possible e-property, i.e. all possibilities
between operators and basic properties. In contrast, with
our new model, the user has only to give basic properties.
E-properties are automatically computed using oper-
ators and basic properties.8 Moreover, our model seems
to be nearest to natural description (according to linguis-
tic studies) than the other models.
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9However, some solutions can be provided to introduce fuzzy
values to easily interpret the application of fuzzy modi"ers and
fuzzy operators [31].

Fig. 3. Examples of fuzzy e-properties using domain's values
with some modi"ers.

3.4. E-properties using domain's values

Sometimes, the designer could want to refer a given
value or interval. Therefore, he uses an e-property with
another type of basic property. Such property, called
valued e-property, refers to some of the domain's values
like `x is fa of ;a, `x is fa between ; and <a, `x is fa at
least;a, `x is fa at most;a, `x is famb greater than;a or
`x is famb lower than ;a where ; and < are two do-
main's values. In this case, fuzzy operators and modi"ers
do not always exist. For instance, we could use a descrip-
tion like `the height of the house is really greater
than 4 ma, `the park area is between 1000 and
2000 m2a2 but we cannot use `the number of
houses is very between 50 and 200a.

All but two properties are interpreted as classical inter-
vals [a..b].9 They can be de"ned by the LR-function:
S0, a, b,0T and any ¸ and R functions. The two exceptions
are `x is famb greater than ;a and `x is famb lower than
;a. They can be interpreted as fuzzy sets (Fig. 3). They
are also de"ned by a LR-function as standard basic
properties. This function is built regarding the domain's
value, domain's boundaries and operators used.

3.5. Creating a CSP using e-properties

Such a model of e-property is an easy way to build
a CSP. A CSP variable is associated to each generating
concept. To build domains associated to variables, two
ways can be found. In the "rst way, they are considered
as domains of our model. Consequently, e-properties
allow us to create unary constraints over CSP domains.
The second way is to reduce directly CSP domains to
valid values. We prefer the "rst to the second one because
the number of constraints and domains width is lower.
As our model uses fuzzy sets, domains are de"ned by the
support set of the e-property (all values with a member-
ship degree greater than 0).

Non-generating concepts allow us to create con-
straints. The constraint is the function of the concept's
measure and its values have to be in a given set of the
concept's domain. They are created only if they are used
in at least one property of the description.

Example 5. For instance, let us take our RZ-modeler and
the description E: `The front width is rather
importanta. The CSP associated with this description,
denoted csp(E), is:

csp(E)"(X"MX
1
"Front=idth, X

2
"DepthN,

D"MD
1
"[28..39]

1
,D

2
"[20..60]

1
N,

C"MN).

Example 6. If the designer adds `The surface is weaka,
the CSP becomes:

csp(E@)"(X"MX
1
"Front=idth,X

2
"DepthN,

D"MD
1
"[28..39]

1
,D

2
"[20..60]

1
N,

C"MC
1
"Mm

Surface
"X

1*X2
3[222..1163]

1
NN).

3.6. R-properties

E-properties are based on a single element or an object
of the scene (using a unary concept). We can also "nd
relative properties (r-properties) built as `C

i
between Mx

r
N

is fambPik
++ (x

r
, r3[1..n], are n elements). The concept

used to build this property is a concept that refers to
more than one element (often a binary concept). R-prop-
erties are processed as e-properties.

Example 7. `The distance between a and b is really
importanta is an r-property. It refers to the objects `aa
and `ba.

4. C-properties

4.1. Dexnition

E-properties and r-properties refer to only one concept
over one or more objects. However, it is also useful to
compare two objects according to a concept. Such
a property is called connected property (c-property). This
property is used to compare one or more concepts that
belong to one or more objects of the scene. Domains of
referring concepts need to be semantically equivalent.
Most of usual properties of that kind are binary connected
properties. Such properties can use one or two objects in
the scene according to one or two basic properties not
necessary from the same concept. Concepts are unary or
binary concepts.

This property is built as `C
i
M[of X

p
] * [between

X
p

and X
r
]* [0]N is fakbsdPik

M[than]* [as]N C
j
M[of

X
q
]* [between X

q
and X

s
]* [0]N++ where i and j such

as D
i

(of C
i
) and D

j
(of C

j
) can be semantically (and

possibly arithmetically) compared, fa is a fuzzy operator,
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Fig. 4. Di!erence concept.

kb is a comparison operator that can be fuzzy (`a fewa,
`mediuma, `a lota, `extremelya, `2 timesa, `of V unitsa,
`between U and V unitsa, `at least V unitsa2) and sd is the
direction operator (`lessa, `asa and `morea) according to
the direction of the reference property P

ik
(X

i
is an ele-

ment of the scene with i3Mp,q, r, sN).

Example 8. `The front width of A is really more
important than the front width of Ba and `The front
width of A is 3 times more important than the
deptha are c-properties.

C-properties can be divided into two types according
to the comparison operator used:

f c-properties based on a di!erence (with operators as `a
lota, `a fewa, etc.), called Diwerence c-properties;

f c-properties based on a ratio (with operators such as
`2 timesa, etc.), called Proportion c-properties.

To each type of c-property, we associate a particular
concept (with two concepts as parameter). They are de-
noted `Di+

Ci ,Cj
a and `Prop

Ci ,Cj
a.

4.2. Diwerence c-properties

When the designer uses such a property, he wants to
compare two values of two concepts (sometimes the
same). For this concept of di!erence, the measure is based
on the compared concept's ones. For a c-property like
`C

i
of X

p
is fakbsdPik

M[than]* [as]N C
j
of X

q
a and the

measures m
i
(for C

i
) and m

j
(for C

j
), the measure of the

concept of di!erence is: m
DiffCi,Cj

"m
i
!m

j
. The asso-

ciated domain D
DiffCi,Cj

is [!d..d]
u

where d"
Max(DBm

i
!BM

j
D, DBM

i
!Bm

j
D) and u"Min(u

i
, u

j
).

Interpreting di!erence c-properties with a precise com-
parison operator (like `A is 2m more wide than Ba) is
easy to do. Indeed, the di!erence is explicitly given by the
property. Therefore, we are interested in those with vague
operators.

We assume that exist equivalence between the di!er-
ence c-property and a valued e-property de"ned in the
di!erence concept's domain. Basically, `C

i
of X

p
is

fakbsdPik
M[than]* [as]N C

j
of X

q
a seems to be equiva-

lent to `Di+
Ci ,Cj

is famb PPa where `PPa is domain's
valued basic property like `greater than 0a (a positive
property) or `lower than 0a (a negative property). This
last scheme provides the fuzzy subsets of authorized
di!erences. For instance, `The front width of A is
really more important than the front width of Ba can
be interpreted as `The difference between the front
width of A and the front width of B is really greater
than 0a.

To "nd a good equivalence, we assume the direction
operator is signed such as: sign(`lessa) is negative
((0), sign(`asa) is neutral ("0) and sign(`morea) is
positive ('0). So, The property's sign is the same as the
direction of the comparison: Direction(c-prop)" Direc-
tion(fakbsdPik

)"sign(sd )* sign(P
ik
). Therefore, the valued

basic property direction is founded with these relations:

f sign(sd )"sign(P
ik
)O0

N Direction(fakbsdPik
)'0

Nsign(PP)'0N PP"`greater than 0a;
f sign(sd ) O sign(P

ik
)O0

N Direction(fakbsdPik
)(0

Nsign(PP)(0N PP"`lower than 0a;
f sign(sd )"0

N Direction(fakbsdPik
)"0

Nsign(PP)"0NPP"`of 0a.

The last step is to "nd the value of mb . Therefore, let
us take the set of P modi"ers M

P
. We can select a

set of comparison operators denoted: K
R
"

Mkc Dgamma3[1..Q]N.
The translation is given by:
∀a3[1..R],&b3[1..P] : ka%mb with ka3K

R
and mb3M

P
.

We can select this following set: K
7
"M`very little fewa,

`little fewa, `fewa, `0a, `lota, `enormouslya, `inxnitelyaN
with the relation ka%ma . Fig. 4 shows the equivalent
valued e-properties in the concept of di!erence.
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Fig. 5. Examples of object comparison.

10The operator p can be fuzzy (`a dozena, etc.) but currently
the solution is not acceptable.

Therefore, the property `The depth of A is more
important than the depth of Ba is translated as `The
difference of depth between A and B is greater than
0a. Fig. 5 shows valid couple of values according to some
comparisons.

4.3. Proportion c-properties

When the designer uses such a proportion c-property,
he wants to give a proportion (a ratio) between to values
of two concepts (may be the same). For this concept of
proportion, the measure is based on the compared con-
cept's measures too. For a c-property like `C

i
of X

p
is

fa p times sdPik
than C

j
of X

q
a (with p a numeric value10)

and the measures m
i

(for C
i
) and m

j
(for C

j
), the

measure of the concept of proportion is: m
PropCi,Cj

"

(m
i
,m

j
)3D

i
]D

j
.

For a given proportion property and a numerical
value p, the membership function is de"ned as:

k
PropCi,Cj

(a, b)"k
Wa,a,b,bX,LR(Da!p*bD) if Direction(sdPik

)
'0 and k

Wa,a,b,bX,LR(Dp*a!bD) otherwise (a and b are two
#oats).

The Fig. 6 shows the membership function when
p equals 3 for property like `The front width of A is
3 times more important than the deptha.

4.4. CSP and c-properties

C-properties allow building a set of constraints. For
di!erence c-properties, the associated constraint is built
like e-properties with a non-generating concept: the dif-
ference of the two measures must be in an interval de"ned
by the corresponding valued e-property.

For a proportion c-property as studied, the generated
constraint depends on the sign of the direction of the
property. If this direction is positive then the constraint is
X

i
"p*X

j
else the constraint is X

i*
p"X

j
.

Example 9. For instance, always with our RZ-modeler,
the designer can say: `The front width is more
important than the deptha (i.e., `The difference
between front width and the depth of A is
greater than 0)a. With this c-property, the associated
csp is:

(X"MX
1
"Front=idth,X

2
"DepthN,

D"MD
1
"[10..40]

1
,D

2
"[20..60]

1
N,

C"MC
1
"MX

1
!X

2
3[10..30]

1
NN).
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Fig. 6. Examples of object ratio.

11Sometimes, the designer may give a negation without the
implicit property. `x is not2a is translated as `x is all but2a:
the standard logical process.

Fig. 7. Interpretations of `x is not Aa.

Example 10. With a property `The front width is
3 times more important than the deptha, the asso-
ciated csp is:

(X"MX
1
"Front=idth,X

2
"DepthN,

D"MD
1
"[10..40]

1
,D

2
"[20..60]

1
N,

C"MC
1
"MX

1
"3*X2

NN).

Remark 11. Sometimes, the designer could want to
change his description according to the current solution.
Such a property, called modifying properties [28], has
a scheme: `C

i
[of X

p
] is fakbsdPik

a with operators as
de"ned for c-properties. For instance, the designer can
say `The depth is really more importanta. These
properties are interpreted as e-properties. We assume the
designer implicitly adds `2 than the current value of
this concepta at the end of the property. Therefore,
a m-property is easily translated to a valued e-property.
For the CSP, this property adds a new unary constraint
or directly reduces the concept's domain (as we saw for
e-properties).

5. The negation

5.1. Principle

We are interested in the interpretation the designer
gives to a property like `The lightness is not very
weaka: a property denoted as `C

i
of x is not Aa where

A is a property `fambPik
a. Then, sometimes the designer

uses a negative sentence to make a style e!ect (litotes,
etc.), to highlight a property he does not want, to express
a lack of information, etc. Linguistically, this property is
not equivalent to the logical property `not-Aa which is
de"ned by the membership function of A according to
fuzzy logic. `not-Aa has no sense in natural language.
Indeed, the designer means that the object respects an

a$rmative e-property P, which is quite di!erent from A,
but based on the same concept. For instance, the designer
may suggest `The lightness is mediuma for `The
lightness is not very weaka (Fig. 7). The aim is to
search for this implicit e-property that is equivalent to the
negative one11 [37,38].

For such a process, we use the notion of linguistic
interpretation. The linguistic interpretation of a sentence
`x is Aa, where A is an e-property, is often considered, in
linguistic [39], as a disjunction of properties `x is 0

f
Aa,

`x is really Aa and `x is neighboring Aa. The fuzzy
operator set can be divided into two subsets G

1
(the

subset of fuzzy operators understood over the property
`x is Aa) and G

2
(the complementary subset of G

1
in F

Q
).

We can deduce: `x is AaQM`x is faAa with fa3G
1
N. For

instance, in F
6
, we have: G

1
"M`neighboringa, `reallya,

`0
f
aN and G

2
"M`exactlya, `more or lessa, `vaguelyaN.

Therefore, the linguistic interpretation of the property `x
is weaka is `x is neighboring weaka or `x is really weaka
or `x is 0

f
weaka.

The linguistic negation of a property as `x is Aa, in
a given domain, denoted `x is not Aa means that (1) the
designer rejects all linguistic interpretations of `x is Aa
and (2) he refers to another e-property P in the same
domain. As a result, `x is not Aa can be equivalent to
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12Currently, there is a small set of operators, often including
the 0 operator. 13 In practice, 3 seems to be a good value for dc.

Fig. 8. The negation for a couple of marked terms.

`x is Pa. Using the notions we de"ned before, the nega-
tion of `x is Aa in a given domain means that the designer
rejects all properties as `x is faAa with fa3G

1
and refers

to a linguistic negation of `x is not Aa one of these
properties:

f `x is fcBa with B an e-property de"ned on the same
domain than A,BOA (with a basic property often
di!erent) and fc3F

Q
or

f `x is fbA with fb3G
2

or
f `x is mdAa with mdO0 and usable with modi"ers of A.

Possible properties of a concept are de"ned by all combi-
nations between fuzzy operators, fuzzy modi"ers and
basic properties of this concept. Plausible properties are
possible properties that can be selected as linguistic nega-
tion of a given property. They are selected using
a nuanced similarity of fuzzy sets [38,40]. Properties are
selected if their membership function has a weak agree-
ment or a rather little similarity to the rejected ones (all
linguistic interpretations of the denied property). The
number of resulting plausible properties is rather impor-
tant yet. Therefore, we propose a set of new strategies to
help the designer to select quickly the good one.

5.2. Strategies

The main problem is to "nd the implicit property P of
a negation that, by de"nition, does not point out P.
Thus, we propose some linguistic criteria to help for this
choice.

5.2.1. Linguistic criteria
In order to help the designer to choose quickly the

appropriate implicit property of `x is not Aa, we propose
to order the set of plausible properties. This sorting
process is based on two principles:

f Simplicity: The designer usually means a property often
built with a very simple scheme.12

f Preference: The designer often means a signed basic
property that is di!erent from the A's one.

5.2.2. Linguistic value of a property
We have de"ned the linguistic complexity of an oper-

ator and of an e-property to sort plausible properties.
First, the linguistic complexity of an operator is a func-

tion denoted cl as cl(`0a)"0 and for each operator `opa,
cl(`opa) is the number of word for `opa. However, as
positive descriptions are easier to formulate, negative
operators are penalized in comparison with positive
ones. So, we have: cl

m
(ma )"cl(ma )#1 if ma( `0a and

cl
m
(ma )"cl(ma ) otherwise.

The linguistic complexity of an e-property A (`fambPik
a)

is a function C¸: C¸(A)"cl
m
(mb )#dc*cl( fa ) where dc is

an integer. This de"nition takes into account the fact the
designer easily provides a property with a single operator
(simplicity principle). Moreover, with the value dc, we
consider that it is more complex to use a fuzzy operator
instead of a fuzzy modi"er.13

Finally, the linguistic value of an e-property P is a func-
tion using the linguistic complexity of P adjusted accord-
ing to the preference principle: a strong priority is given
to signed basic properties that are di!erent from the
denied property one. So, plausible properties are sorted
according to their growing linguistic values.

5.2.3. Linguistic mark
Mark and antonym are notions proposed in

[36,41,42]. In a semantic category, sometimes one of the
two signed terms (often two antonyms) is used as a sym-
bol for the whole category. This term is called unmarked
because it refers either to the category or to a semantic
unit. The other term is called marked. The marked term
generally implies the absence of the unmarked one. The
"rst one is often the negative unit of the category. How-
ever, the unmarked one has a favorable value and is often
the positive unit. For instance, the `lightnessa concept is
composed of three basic properties M`darka, `mediuma,
`lightaN. The positive basic property `lighta is unmarked
and the negative one `darka is marked.

These notions are interesting to interpret a negative
property. In fact, independent of the sorting strategy
according to the linguistic value, linguistic studies pro-
pose some solutions to calculate the implicit property in
simple cases (for precise basic properties in a given con-
text). Let us take a concept C

i
with two basic properties

MP
i1

, P
i2

N ordered as the Fig. 8 shows.
The "rst one is unmarked (the negative antonym) and

the second one is marked. So, the negation of P
i1

is
equivalent to P

i2
. This is not a symmetric rule: the

negation of P
i2

is computed as standard properties.
However, the marked notion can be used to direct the
search, considering the implicit property on the same side
as the unmarked one [36,42] according to the given
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Fig. 9. Plausible properties for the negation of `darka.

order (Fig. 8). Properties which are on the same side than
P
i1

with regard to P
i2

have therefore a high priority. This
solution is valid only if the concept satis"es the gradation
of properties notion [36] that is a global order relation in
P
i
: P

ia
)P

ib
Qa)b. This order can be extended to

properties modi"ed by operators.
Sometimes, C

i
includes a single basic property MP

i1
N.

In this case, the negative form can be renamed, adding
a pre"x to the basic property's name like [42]: im, no-, in,
un, not-, etc. Indeed, the linguistic negation is a new
a$rmative property that can be added to the concept.
This property can be created with the complementary
subset of the initial one. P

i
may implicitly become

P
i
"MP

i1
, P

i2
N with P

i2
,Not!P

i1
. So, the interpreta-

tion of `x is not P
1i
a gives `x is un-P

i1
a and conversely.

A concept with only one basic property is actually a con-
cept with a couple of basic properties.

Furthermore, C
i

may include three properties
MP

i1
, P

i2
, P

i3
N. If a couple of antonyms can be found, they

are treated as before. The third property is interpreted in
a standard way. For instance, for the concept of `light-
nessa, we can easily propose three basic properties like
M`weaka, `mediuma, `importantaN. If `weaka is marked, `x
is not importanta is equivalent to `x is weaka. Neverthe-
less, `x is not weaka is translated by a property, maybe
di!erent from `x is importanta, but on the same side
regarding `weaka.

Conversely, our interpretation does not reject proper-
ties but put them at the end of the set of properties that are
not really plausible. The order is partially broken if the
basic property of the denied property is a member of
a marked couple. Therefore, when the basic property of
a negation is an unmarked term, the plausible property
that has default operators and a marked basic property is
placed at the "rst place. However, when the basic prop-
erty of a negation is a marked term, plausible properties
with a unmarked basic property are proposed at the end
(Fig. 9).

5.2.4. Deleting complex sentences
As properties are automatically created, some of them

may have no meaning in natural language. They are too
complex to be selected by the designer. For instance,
a property like `The hue is vaguely very very little
weaka could be generated. These are often properties
with a lot of operators and a high linguistic value. It
could be interesting to propose a "ltering method to
delete these properties. A possible solution consists in
avoiding some operators that are too complex or not
often used. In particular, these operators lead to too
complex properties: `very verya, `very very littlea, `ex-
tremely littlea, `more or lessa2 Very often, they are used
alone (with the default operator `0a). So, they must be
proposed only at the end.

Moreover, according to the principle of simplicity, the
number of words used to build a property can be limited.

More than two words produce a too complex property to
be easily manipulated by the designer, especially when it
is implicit. For instance, the negation of `x is weaka
(Fig. 9) is probably `x is very importanta but not `x is
more or less very very little importanta

In order to improve the search, the designer must have
to choose between only a few property classes according
to the principle of simplicity. We divided plausible prop-
erties into three levels:

(1) the global selection is made up of all plausible prop-
erties;

(2) the large simplicity includes only the plausible prop-
erties that have one default operator: properties like
`x is 0

f
0P

ik
a, `x is fa0P

ik
a or `x is 0

f
mbPik

a
(cl

m
(mb )*cl( fa )"0);

(3) the strict simplicity includes only the plausible prop-
erties selected in (2) and having one or two words for
the couple of operators used (cl

m
(mb )#cl( fa )(2).

The number of properties at level 3 (Fig. 10) is clearly less
important. So, the choice is easier.

5.3. Negation of valued e-properties

The negation interpretation can be extended to valued
e-properties. However, the number of this kind of prop-
erty is in"nite. So, the interpretation must be adapted to
take this problem into account during the creation of
plausible solutions. Some heuristics help us to select the
more signi"cant ones. Actually, plausible valued e-prop-
erties are based on basic properties and on values used
for the denied property or to de"ne the concept's domain
(domain boundaries, medium value, etc.). Sometimes, the
opposite property is selected. For instance, the negation
of `greater than Ua will produce plausible properties as
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Fig. 10. Very simple interpretations for `darka.

14Our program currently deals with boxes, but we are work-
ing on implementing the whole model and using these boxes to
generate houses or buildings.

Fig. 11. The generation window.

famb lower than ;a and conversely. Note that the de-
signer usually uses a negation because he has not got
a precise idea about the implicit property. So, properties
based on basic properties and properties like `greater
thana and like `lower thana are better, because they are
naturally fuzzy.

When the designer selects an interval for a negation of
an non-valued e-property A, a new property de"nition
can be deduced for this concept. A learning process must
be used to add this new property in the set of basic
properties. Then the users have to give the property's
name (often using the basic property of the denied one
and adding a negative pre"x as un-P

ik
, not-P

ik
, etc.).

6. Implementation

In order to validate our model, we wrote a small
declarative modeler program (illustrated in Fig. 11). We
used the kernel of the Cordiformes Project [31,43] (a set
of tools to build declarative modeling programs) to write
this program. Our purpose is not to write a full modeler,
but only to check if, when using our model, we build the
scenes we described.

Our example is a 3D elevation of our RZ-modeler. It is
based on a box description:14 `There are three boxes.
Define a box A. A is green. A is tall and not deep.
Define a box B. B is red. The width of B is very
important. B is not tall. Define a box C. C is like gold.
C is behind A. C is on the right. C is taller than B.a

The designer gives his/her text description according
to the pseudo-natural language we propose. Before the
generation, the two negations are treated as we saw in
Section 5 using dialogs to highlight the two correspond-
ing implicit properties. The modeler shows a draft image
of the scene. If the user "nds a scene he wants to keep, he
can ask the modeler to generate a more realistic image. If
he does not, he can ask the modeler for another picture.
Pictures in Fig. 12 are six solutions we chose among
a large set of solutions to the description given before.

This example is very simple but it is a good validation
of our model covering previous properties and the nega-
tion process. For more complex objects, the generated
CSP will be composed of all generating concepts of the
objects [43]. Indeed, we assume that complex objects can
be always divided into basic generating concept (besides,
objects with a non-basic concept could not be described
because linguistic studies highlight that human thinking
prefers simple concepts).

7. Conclusion

In order to model properties of a scene description, we
propose a new independent domain model. This model is
based on the notions of concept, fuzzy properties and
generic operators. It concerns several types of properties
and allows us to build a CSP in order to produce solu-
tions to the designer's description.

Instead of standard interpretation of negative proper-
ties in declarative modeling and fuzzy logic, the inter-
pretation of the negation is not computed by the logical
negation without meanings in natural language. We pro-
pose a new interpretation of the negation based on lin-
guistic studies. For us, denying an e-property means
understanding another implicit e-property in the same
concept. We propose a set of tools to build and to sort
plausible properties that can be these implicit properties.
The designer has only to choose his favorite one. If the
implicit property is not generated, the designer can:
f select another property that is not very di!erent,
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Fig. 12. Solutions to the description.

f change the description (change the denied property),
f decide that the negation is equivalent to `all but

nota.

Nevertheless, we help the designer to formulate his/her
description, even if he/she does not "nd the property
solution. This linguistic interpretation of the negation is
an important step in the design process and allows the
designer to go thoroughly into his/her idea and parti-
cularly to re"ne properties he/she uses in his description.

This linguistic negation's study provides some good
results in the design process with declarative modelers.
Moreover, the determination of an implicit e-property in
a negation improves the generation step regarding to the
standard negation. This solution allows to reduce the
universe of scene solutions and to select only the solu-
tions that are really close to the designer's idea.

One can argue that the interpretation as presented in
this paper does not need fuzzy sets. However, this model
is "rst a good interpretation of natural language and
modi"cations provided by the operators. Second, some
works [44] study the use of fuzzy sets by CSP. They call
such constraint problem fuzzy-CSP (FCSP). According
this work, fuzzy CSP allows us to introduced new oper-
ators on properties to build description like `The width
may be widea, i.e. properties with di!erent priority.
However, FCSP has to be improved to allow complex
3D geometric properties, very complex concepts and
redundancy. Finally, fuzzy sets allow the modeler to
value a solution. This value helps the designer to under-
stand his solution. Moreover, this valuation can be used
by understanding tools to explore the solution set clas-
sifying the elements [45] and to install learning processes
to "nd implicit properties of solution the designer likes.

Our model allows us a better interpretation of proper-
ties and a natural approach for operators' applications.
Moreover, it gives good results in pseudo-English and in
pseudo-French but we have not studied other languages.
We suppose that all Latin languages would provide sim-
ilar results. This model can be also used in a more general
point of view as a request language (for example to use in
Data Bases as an SQL-like language). It also allows
building powerful generating tools to produce solutions.
However, the model we present in this paper has to be
improved. First, the interpretation of proportion c-prop-
erties must be updated because we do not take into
account fuzzy operators like `a dozena etc. Then, this
model does not process quanti"ers. Some works exist
[46] but solutions are not easy to manage. Finally, the
linguistic negation has to be improved to process not
only e-properties but also the other properties like
c-properties.
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